Application procedure
Applicants need to establish a relationship with a UNSW Engineering researcher, identify areas of mutual research interest and develop an application together. Successful applicants are also formally conferred an academic title as a Visiting Fellow.

Applications should be made to the Associate Dean (Industry and Innovation) (ian.gibson@unsw.edu.au).

The following documents should be emailed by the proposed UNSW Engineering host school or Research Centre:

1. This form
2. A proposal detailing the research to be undertaken under the following headings:
   - Outline of activities and expected outcomes
   - Schedule of proposed visit
   - Details of previous visits to UNSW, if any
3. Applicant’s CV
4. Letter of support from the applicant’s employer
5. Completed HR20 form

Applicant details
Name: 
Employer: 
Phone number: Email: 

UNSW host unit
Person supporting this application: 
School/Unit/Centre: 
Project title: 

Attached documentation
Proposal: Letter of Support: 
CV: HR20 form: 

Selection criteria
- Professional standing of the applicant
- Academic standing of the host UNSW partner(s)
- Outcomes of previous hosting, if relevant
- Financial commitment of the applicant’s employer, noting that the cost of the research will need to be covered by external funding
- Likelihood of success of the proposed research and ongoing relationship and collaboration